




The Attempt to Cross the Border
Koji SHIMIZU
Abstract
Yoko Tawada lives in Germany and writes her novels both in German and in Japanese. Levy Hideo
lives in Japan and writes his books in Japanese. Both of them decided for themselves to express
themselves in the non-mother tongue language. When they try to cross the border of the languages, they
show us some issues of our current understanding of the languages. For example, in Japan we usually
use these words without a doubt:?the motherland’s language?,?the mother tongue?and?a native spea-
ker?. We believe they are all completely stable ideas. But if you move out of the mother tongue and
live in a non-mother tongue language like Yoko Tawada and Levy Hideo, we would know these words
are kind of arbitrary ideas. They are all derived from the modern conception of the?nation-state?.
Yoko Tawada and Levy Hideo don’t believe that the language belongs to only the native speaker. In
their opinion, it belongs to the people who commit themselves to it the most. Yoko Tawada insists that
she is making the history of the German language through writing her novels in German. And Levy Hide
believes that he writes his books in Japanese to enrich the Japanese language.
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